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    JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

TITLE:   JOHNSON O’MALLEY TUTOR 

 

QUALIFICATIONS: 1. High school diploma required.  College experience 

 preferred.   

 2. Experience working with students. 

 3. Ability to work well with supervisors, students, staff 

 members and parents.  Demonstrated ability to grasp a 

 variety of academic disciplines and concepts. 

 4. Ability to work with children experiencing academic 

 difficulties.   

 5. Knowledge of school curriculum and ability to provide 

 assistance in a number of academic disciplines. 

 6. Such alternatives as the Board may find appropriate and 

 acceptable. 

 7. The Tribal Governing Board may amend or modify the 

 qualifications as it deems fit. 

 

REPORTS TO: Principal and or District Administrator 

 

SUPERVISES: Students 

 

TERMS OF 

EMPLOYMENT: As per agreement with Tribal Council 

 

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 

1. There will be a joint assessment of skills.  Hours per week will be based on the 

school’s or district’s needs and funds available. 

2. Responsible at all times to the teacher whom tutor works with and the principal of the 

school.  The role of the tutor is to assist the teacher, while recognizing that the teacher 

is legally responsible for the classroom instruction, diagnosing of problems, and 

prescription of programs, the interpretation of test results and evaluation of progress.  

3. Holds all student information in the strictest confidence. 

4. Duties of the tutors may be varied depending upon their capabilities and the needs of 

the school. 

5. Required to have a period of formal training in the district concerning the ethics and 

policies governing the tutor program. 

6. Evaluation of tutors will be at least once yearly. 

7. Assignment commitments or changes in assignments will be made as early as 

possible and will be based on the above evaluation. 

8. Follows a schedule as mutually agreed upon by teachers and administrators. 

9. Makes every effort to support and encourage every other teacher’s program, the 

principal, and other tutors within the school and district. 
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10. Works with individual students or small groups of students to reinforce learning of 

material or skills initially introduced by the teacher. 

11. Assists the teacher in devising special strategies for reinforcing material or skills 

based on a sympathetic understanding of individual students, their needs, interests, 

and abilities.   

12. Guides independent study, enrichment work, and remedial work set up and assigned 

by the teacher. 

13. Checks notebooks, drill work, reading aloud, story telling, corrects papers, and 

supervises testing and makeup work as assigned. 

14. Alerts the teacher about any problem or special information about an individual 

student. 

15. Participates in inservice programs as assigned. 

16. Provides academic tutoring to children who may actually or potentially be at risk. 

17. Provide remedial assistance with basic skills - specifically reading, mathematics, 

science, social studies, and language arts. 

18. Maintain regular contact with parents or guardians of tutored children including home 

visits in coordination with other school staff. 

19. Meet regularly with classroom teachers of tutored students to keep abreast of course 

requirements, identify student needs, identify remedial strategies, and monitors and 

reports progress. 

20. Assist where directed in grant preparation.  Makes regular reports to evaluate 

program progress.  Conducts end of year project evaluations where applicable. 

21. Attend parent-teacher or special conferences or workshops where requested. 

22. Serves on committees as directed by the principal or supervisor. 

23. Distributes and keeps records of parental cost items. 

24. Prepares regular program reports, reports to the various committees. 

25. Refers students needing specialized assistance to counselors, AODA personnel, the 

home/school coordinators, children at risk personnel, EEN services and other school 

programs. 

26. Performs such other tasks and assumes such other responsibilities as the principal or 

district administrator may assign. 

27. Serves as building coordinators for the American Indian Week activities. 

28. Prepares regular program reports to the Indian Education Parent Advisory Committee 

(IEPAC) and attends at least two monthly IEPAC meetings. 


